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WEEK 9 FORUM POST – ONLINE COMMUNITIES AND NETWORKS  

Word count: 714 words 

Do you participate in any online fan cultures? What are they, and how do you, and others, 
participate? Do these fan cultures span multiple platforms? How do you think participants 
benefit from participation in these online fan communities? 

During quarantine, I finally got hooked on the Korean Wave (or Hallyu, namely South 

Korea’s entertainment phenomenon). Text after text, I grew fond of the genre’s blissful 

storytelling, idyllic locations, and melodies. 

A distinguishable part of Hallyu is the overzealous fan culture around K-POP music. My 

tastes in entertainment change often, so I am fascinated by stories of fans worshiping a 

single musician or band. I would burn out if I went beyond liking celebrity posts, binge-

watching films, or replaying songs. 

When it comes to participatory culture and fandom, K-Pop fans are exemplary in how 

they support and protect their beloved idols. As Hallyu begins to dazzle Hollywood 

audiences, the reason to partake in fandoms has evolved too. 

My Week 9 forum focuses on the South Korean boyband BTS and their large fandom, the 

ARMY (singular: ARMY, ARMYs). 

BTS are seven male musicians known for their catchy lyrics, iconic fashion, and elaborate 

music videos. Despite their boyish looks, the band turns the struggles and ambitions of 

millennials into polished anthems. The band’s realistic and relatable demeanour lure fans 

into the fandom. 

BTS has dazzled Hollywood and Western audiences on award shows and late night talk 

shows. As role models, BTS spoke at the 73rd & 75th UN General Assemblies for 

their LOVE MYSELF and #endviolence campaigns. Several collaborations with 

international artists have topped music charts worldwide. The idols endorse many Korean 

and international brands. 

BTS's fandom are collectively known as ‘The ARMY’ (Adorable Representative M.C. for 

Youth). This fandom is literally its own entity. Even celebrities consider themselves loyal 

fans, like wrestler/actor John Cena who articulated the boyband’s ethos and fandom 

on Jimmy Fallon and James Corden. Thankfully the artists are being revered for their 

talent and appeal, not their distinct heritage or foreignness.  

The ARMY is a powerful and complex organisation involving many participants and 

entities. The term refers to fans, groups, and even associations. Reuters suggests that The 
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ARMY is many clusters of mini-ARMYs segmented into categories relevant to the person, 

group, need, or interest. 

Membership in some fan clubs is gruelling work; some ARMYs work tirelessly and 

amateur fan clubs have transformed into registered businesses and organisations. 

Discussion forums have turned into informal marketplaces, where services 

like counselling and language translation are exchanged among fans and bashers. 

ARMYS are spoilt with a trans-media experience besides albums and tours. BTS' record 

label, Big Hit Entertainment, manages BTS’s official website and social media accounts. 

Technological advancements have enabled band members to live stream snippets of their 

schedules and adventures. Other experiences include a vlog, blog, merchandise, a 

‘fancafe’ forum, an annual fanclub membership, and even vocabulary. Unofficial fan-art, 

memes, forums, and meetups are examples of fan-created experiences. 

What makes The ARMY special is that there’s no ideal ‘fan’ other than a collective 

appreciation for BTS’ songs and appeal. K-Pop may draw a particular fan base or musical 

inclination, but the multiculturalism and heterogeneity of ARMYs’ personas makes it 

difficult to stereotype who loves BTS. The fandom does not place preferential treatment 

on your engagement. All ARMYs are equal whether you simply like their songs, attend 

meetings, or silence bashers on Twitter. BTS  strongly believe all of their fans’ support is 

equally instrumental to their success. This would only reinforce Jenkins' idea that fan 

engagement does vary in enthusiasm and effort but there is an affinity or likeness that 

bounds fans together. 

I think BTS fans choose to partake in fandom and their motives are unique. For some, 

Hall said that people participate in culture on their own terms and not purely to appease 

authenticity or market forces. Some fans are so inspired by the band’s goodwill and their 

philanthropy, they lend their social media skills to create social change. 

Being part of BTS ARMY can help fans’ personal development. Fandoms are vital in 

helping the youth develop self-awareness and a strong identity. Fandoms 

encourage friendship.  Teamwork has taught some to live purposefully and to 

be politically active. 

And fandom is like a social movement on the mission to improve the planet.  The 

boyband’s goodwill motivates fans to ‘pay it forward’ by being more charitable to their 

own personal causes and advocacies. Furthermore, BTS ARMYs were able to help several 

causes in 2020.  For Black Lives Matter, ARMYs fundraised US$1 million in 24 hours. 
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